Building a network and making it grow

Pilar Valbuena
Tweets per day (forestry accounts in Spain)

Source: Data collected from Twitter's REST API via rtweet
Forest Communicators Network MED-NE - Réseau Communicateurs Forêts MED-PO

You have 17 new members this week. Write a post to welcome them.
Today, 2nd April 2019

1.400 from 236 individual users

Real-time Tracker: medforest2019
Chirp! Chirp!

RT @birdnexttome chirp! chirp! << LoL #funnybirdnoises

wtf!??
Thank you very much!

www.mediterraneanforest.net

Instagram: @forest.communicators
Twitter: @FCNMedNE
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pilar.valbuena.perez@gmail.com